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Abstract 
Effective air conditioning (A/C) consumption response (DR) has the potential to reduce the cost of 
electricity in the NEM significantly and assist with integrating growing levels of solar and wind 
generation. An accurate characterisation of residential A/C consumption with respect to location, 
season, weather, and time of day will be of great value in assessing the true potential of A/C DR 
programs. This paper presents the findings of a study using high temporal resolution A/C metered 
consumption data for almost 500 households across Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. It 
demonstrates the significant impact of high temperatures on A/C consumption, the coincidence 
between peak A/C consumption and peak household consumption, and how variability in residential 
A/C consumption makes forecasting difficult. 

1. Introduction
The growth in residential A/C consumption and its contribution to overall system peak consumption 
in electricity jurisdictions around the world has received considerable attention in recent years. 
However, there has been limited work to understand the drivers and consumption profiles of 
residential A/C. 
Existing work examining the characterisation of A/C consumption includes that of (Davis and Gertler, 
2015), where a dataset including household consumption and A/C ownership for residents in Mexico 
between 2009 and 2012, is used to characterise empirically the relationship between temperature, 
income, and residential A/C ownership. This relationship is then used to forecast future electricity 
consumption. In the Australian context, (Fan et al., 2015) examines the relationship between 
aggregate household consumption profiles and factors such as income, appliance usage, occupants, 
and building type. The study uses 30-min net metering data and relies upon survey responses to 
determine whether there is an A/C unit in the house. In (Smith et al., 2015), the developments in 
network peak consumption, at a national, network distribution, and local distribution feeder level and 
analyses half-hourly consumption data from smart meters, combined with local weather data, to 
develop an algorithm which can recognise A/C use, and identify consumption patterns and peak 
load. This estimate is then compared to system peaks to determine residential air conditioning’s 
impact on overall consumption. The expert system can predict the presence of A/C existence with a 
93% accuracy. Finally, (Malik et al., 2019) uses appliance level data collected under the Smart Grid 
Smart Cities (SGSC) program to estimate A/C impacts on peak loads. The SGSC program collected 
half-hourly interval meter data for 9900 households from 6 different regions around New South 
Wales. 
All the papers mentioned estimate A/C consumption profiles from aggregate load profiles and 
combine household consumption data and survey responses to estimate A/C appliance usage. This 
paper presents a characterisation of residential A/C consumption for Australia’s eastern capitals; 
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Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. A unique 5-min appliance level A/C consumption 
dataset from 478 households, provided by monitoring company Solar Analytics, is used for the 
analysis. Having a dataset with high resolution A/C consumption measurements allows for a more 
detailed analysis than currently exists in the literature. Also discussed is the potential for high 
resolution A/C consumption data to improve on the conventional method for calculating baseline A/C 
consumption in DR programs, critical for accurately estimating reduction in consumption. 

2. Method 
The data used for the analysis is high temporal resolution (5-min) A/C and total household 
consumption measurements for prosumer households located in Australia’s eastern capitals: 
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. The data is provided by Solar Analytics and spans the 
date range March 2018 to March 2019. The number of households for each city are Sydney 98, 
Melbourne 107, Brisbane 56, and Adelaide 217 
Open source programming language Python is used for data manipulation and analysis. Python 
library Pandas is used to sum 5-min consumption data for each household into hourly and daily 
amounts, and to aggregate consumption for each city. Hourly A/C consumption data points are set 
to zero when less than 1% of rated consumption, to account for noise in measurement. 
Temperature data is sourced from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM). The daily maximum 
temperature recorded at a centrally located site for each city is used for the study. All references to 
temperature are the maximum daily temperature. Historical BOM daily maximum temperatures are 
time (day) synchronised against consumption data.  
There are many 5-min data points where there is zero A/C consumption. These data points were 
included initially, but their large number prevented a meaningful analysis. Therefore, when analysing 
aggregated A/C consumption for a city, these data points were removed. A separate metric, 
household participation (%), was added. This is defined as the percentage of households for a city 
that used their A/C unit during the specified period (day or hour). In combination, household 
participation (%) and the mean of household A/C consumption accurately represent aggregated A/C 
consumption for a city. 
For analysis at hourly resolution, A/C consumption is presented in terms of percentage of rated 
consumption. For daily resolution, A/C consumption is presented as the equivalent number of hours 
operation at rated power (hours_rated). These two metrics normalise the data and allow meaningful 
comparison between data sets (household and city). 

3. Results of A/C consumption characterisation 

3.1. Relationship between temperature and A/C consumption aggregated by city 
Figure 4-1 presents a scatter plot showing the relationship between temperature and the mean 
household hours rated/day for each city. The figure shows that A/C consumption increases with 
temperature for temperatures greater than optimal. Optimal temperature is defined as the 
temperature where A/C consumption is at a minimum. This is as expected, but the rate of increase 
of mean household hours_rated/day varies between cities. Sydney demonstrates a wide range in 
temperatures greater than 25 deg, indicating that A/C consumption in response to high temperatures 
is highly variable for Sydney residents. This could possibly be due to climate, building typology, 
household insulation levels or occupancy patterns such as weekends, holidays etc. In contrast, the 
range in mean household hours_rated/day for the other cities is much narrower. 
Figure 4-2 presents a scatter plot showing the relationship between temperature and household 
participation (%) for each city. As in Figure 4-1, household participation (%) increases with 
temperature for temperatures greater than optimal, with the rate of increase varying between cities. 
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Figure 4-1 Scatter plot showing the relationship between mean household hours_rated/day 
and temperature for each city 
 

 
Figure 4-2 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the household participation (%) and 
temperature for each city 
 
The large spread in mean household hours_rated/day and household participation (%) for Sydney 
would make the estimation of DR potential more uncertain than for the other cities without the 
addition of other predictor variables. Location, and therefore climate, is shown to play a role in 
residential A/C consumption behaviour. For temperatures greater than optimal, Brisbane clearly has 
a higher increase in A/C consumption and household participation (%) with temperature compared 
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to the other cities. Different rates of increase imply different DR potential at each temperature and 
for each city. A degree of household participation (%) saturation can be seen for each city: at 60-
70% for Sydney, ~70% for Melbourne, ~60% for Brisbane and 70-80% for Adelaide. 

3.2. Relationship between temperature and A/C consumption by household 
Figure 4-3 a) shows a line of best fit for each household’s daily consumption (hours_rated/day) 
versus temperature data, for all houses in Adelaide. Figure 4-3 b), c) and d) shows analysis for all 
cities. Figure 4-3 b) shows that the majority (~ 50%) of households have a minimum consumption of 
less than 0.5 hours_rated/day on days that they use A/C. Figure 4-3 c) shows that 50% of households 
will start using their A/C on days with maximum temperatures of 21 deg, and less than 25 deg for 
80% of households. 
Figure 4-3 b) and c) show a uniformity in behaviour across households in regard to minimum daily 
consumption and lowest maximum daily temperature at which households use their A/C unit. But 
Figure 4-3 d) shows that this consistency does not hold with higher temperatures, with maximum 
consumption per day across households ranging between 2 to 11 hours_rated/day. This variability 
in A/C consumption with increasing temperatures can also be seen in the range of gradients in the 
lines of best fit of  Figure 4-3 a). 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 4-3 Plot a) gives the lines of best fit, hours at rated power versus temperature, for 
each household. The remaining figures give the histogram of households (%) versus a) 
lowest temperature at which A/C consumption occurs, b) minimum consumption 
(hours_rated/day), and c) maximum consumption (hours_rated/day). 
 
Residential A/C consumption is also discontinuous, see Figure 4-4. This figure shows the hourly A/C 
consumption for a household for four consecutive days and is included to help explain why residential 
A/C consumption is described as discontinuous. All days had a maximum temperature of 36 deg and 
yet the A/C consumption as a function of temperature breaks down (zero consumption) on the 4th 
day, demonstrating discontinuity. The majority of households demonstrate this type of behaviour. 
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Figure 4-5, which shows the histogram of the percentage of days households use their A/C for 4 
different temperatures, confirms this. On 34 deg days for example, 25% of households used their 
A/C for 100% of days, exhibiting continuous A/C consumption at 34 deg for these households. 
However, the remaining 75% of households only used their A/C between 10% to 90% of days, these 
household therefore exhibit discontinuous A/C consumption at 34 deg. For an A/C DR program to 
provide firm network support in a section of the distribution network, an accurate characterisation of 
household A/C consumption and an understanding of the error in the estimate is needed. This 
analysis has shown that A/C consumption for individual households is difficult to predict. 
 

 
Figure 4-4 A/C consumption for a household for four consecutive days where the temperature 
for all days is 36 deg. 

 
Figure 4-5 Histogram showing the percentage of days households use their A/C unit for a 
specific temperature. 
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3.3. Coincidence between A/C consumption and daily peak household demand  
Figure 4-6 shows the ratio of A/C consumption to peak household demand, at the hour of peak 
household demand, versus temperature for all cities. Each point on the scatter plot is the mean ratio 
across all households for a day. A/C consumption is shown to be a significant contributor to 
household peak demand across all temperatures, contributing on average around 50%. For 
temperatures greater than 30 deg, there is minimal variability in the ratio, contained within 
approximately 10%. This can be explained by A/C units in general operating, for the days they are 
in operation, at close to or near rated power around the time of peak household demand. 
Figure 4-7 shows the difference in hours between the time of peak A/C demand and peak household 
demand. Each point on the scatter plot is the mean hourly difference across all households for a 
day. Adelaide and Melbourne have a high coincidence between peak A/C demand and peak 
household demand, with the hourly difference less than one (1) for most days. Sydney and Brisbane 
show higher hourly differences for temperatures below 30 deg, but the difference narrows for 
temperature higher than 30 deg. 
Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 confirm the potential that A/C DR programs have to reduce peak demand. 
A/C consumption is a significant contributor to peak household demand, and A/C units operate at 
rated power or close to rated power at the time of peak household demand. The latest standard for 
Consumption Response Management (DRM), AS4755, specifies that compliant A/C units would 
provide DRM inputs for 8 control signals, including signals to reduce A/C output by 25% and 50% of 
rated power. A reduction in output by 25% or 50% of rated power would have a more predictable 
response for A/C units regularly operating at close to rated power. 
 

 
Figure 4-6 Ratio of A/C consumption to peak household consumption versus temperature 
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Figure 4-7 Difference in hours between peak A/C consumption and peak household 
consumption. 

4. Estimating A/C consumption 
With high resolution datasets, it is possible to estimate A/C consumption, this is demonstrated 
through Figure 5-1. Figure 5-1 gives the hourly boxplot of mean household A/C consumption (blue) 
and household participation (%) (red) for Melbourne for four temperature ranges. Each data point is 
the mean A/C consumption for that hour, for a household, for the temperature range given. Note that 
zero consumption hours are not included in the mean. Combining hourly A/C consumption and mean 
household participation (%), and using a typical residential A/C unit size, the hourly A/C consumption 
profile in kWh for a region of the network (in this case Melbourne) can be estimated. This is for a 
certain temperature, and the region could range in size from a city to a section of the distribution 
network. 

 
Figure 5-1 Hourly boxplot of mean consumption (% of rated power) and household 
participation (%) for Melbourne for four temperature ranges. 
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5. Future work – Forecasting A/C consumption and baseline estimation for DR programs 
A report written by consultancy CME in 2012 (CME Consulting, 2012) estimated that the annual 
savings per MW avoided through an effective DR program is between $1.7 million and $6.2 million, 
with a National Electricity Market (NEM) central estimate of $5.3 million. An effective DR program is 
reliant upon an accurate A/C consumption baseline calculation. If the baseline is inaccurate then so 
will be the calculated reduction in A/C consumption, for both direct load control (DLC) and voluntary 
reduction events. Several A/C DR trials in Australia reported difficulty accurately determining the 
reduction in A/C consumption during events (EnergyAustralia, 2019), (Jemena, 2019), (Powershop, 
2017) and (ZEN Ecosystems, 2019). Most of these trials used the industry standard CAISO 10-of-
10 approach for calculating the baseline. The CAISO method calculates the baseline consumption 
on event day (consumption reference) as the average of the last 10 weekend or weekday days. 
The discontinuous behaviour described in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5, for example, would contribute 
to the difficulty of calculating the baseline. If, for example, the CAISO 10-of-10 approach were to be 
used to calculate the baseline, a household not using their A/C for a couple of days (despite the 
temperature) leading up to a DR event would result in a reduced baseline – making it difficult for the 
household to show a reduction in A/C consumption on the DR event day. High temporal resolution 
A/C consumption data enables the development of a model to forecast residential A/C consumption, 
which can then be used to more accurately calculate baseline. Work is currently underway to develop 
such a model. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper presents a characterisation of A/C consumption for Australia’s eastern capitals. The 
analysis uses a unique dataset consisting of high temporal resolution (5-min) A/C consumption data 
from Solar Analytics. Results of the analysis confirm the strong correlation between A/C consumption 
and temperature, but also that there exists variability at both the household and city level, therefore 
making household A/C consumption difficult to predict. The analysis also showed the coincidence 
between peak A/C demand and peak household demand. The paper highlighted that the inconsistent 
behaviour of household A/C consumption can result in conventional methods for determining A/C 
consumption baseline (such as CAISO 10-of-10) being unreliable, and the need for an accurate 
method for forecasting A/C consumption profiles. It is expected that the characterisation of A/C 
consumption presented in this paper will give valuable insight into A/C consumption behaviour for 
improved models of potential DR capabilities. 
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